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## Write an introduction to an informative and factual blog post titled "Top 5 Tips For Hosting A Successful Family
Gathering". The post will also include steps for hosting a successful gathering, which can be accessed by clicking the link after
the introduction. Please provide 7 steps for hosting a successful gathering below your introductory paragraph, with each step
being in bold text when added to the document. (5 Points)
https://mega.nz/#!tN4X2bqD!_u_kHWXmHf21rtKwXF4lPY1De7VN8-5ceD7Y0c7jJPA

1.Be courteous, patient and polite as you try to reach out to those who might not be as familiar with the event as you are.
Introduce yourself and let them know that it is a little soiree of sorts and they can bring anything they want to "cook" on the
grill. 2. If you make the mistake of bringing too many items to prepare, try taking things out of your vehicle or not bringing
everything you planned on. 3. If the new members don't know how to prepare for a gathering, try showing them how to cut
meat, cook on the grill or learn the art of simple cooking. 4. When preparing food or drinks, remind people that it is okay to
"finish what is on your plate" if they are still hungry. Before serving another item, ask if there are any leftovers and wait for
their confirmation before serving more food.

=== English Language Arts 

1) Paragraph written in proper English including grammar errors and punctuation. (5 Points)
https://mega.nz/#!PTFW0ZKe!hR-7aEe7SvvUWtDk7PjsLcMrmzQnMFEDWz6wTDgJQ

2) Use of correct grammar and sentence structure. (5 Points)
https://mega.nz/#!a4cX3RLI!d2C1KRoUuaIbIqD0qtpToBnVpSMpvMJQOJbHbDZeEo

3) Punctuation is mainly used properly, however there are still some grammar errors.
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